FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

Ultra Solutions Joins Avante Health Solutions
Coming together with GMI / Avante Ultrasound to create a
comprehensive nationwide service and equipment solution
Ontario, CA - October 2, 2018
Avante Health Solutions (“Avante”) announced today that Ultra Solutions has joined it’s family of
companies.
Steve Inacker, President of Avante, said Ultra Solutions further strengthens Avante’s overall reach
and capabilities in ultrasound.
“We are incredibly excited to have Ultra Solutions join the Avante Health Solutions family,”
Inacker said. “Given the experience of the management team, the quality and effectiveness of the
operating model, and the strength of the customer and supplier relationships, we are extremely
confident that Ultra Solutions will immediately provide accelerated growth within the Avante
Ultrasound platform.”
As part of Avante Ultrasound, Global Medical Imaging (GMI) and Ultra Solutions have an expanded
national footprint with facilities on both the east and west coast. The new partnership creates a
global independent ultrasound solutions provider with greatly expanded service and repair
capabilities, as well as an extensive inventory of parts, probes, and ultrasound systems.
Sterling Peloso, President of Ultra Solutions, is excited about the opportunities the new
partnership will create.
“As a company, our focus and mission is to provide world-class quality products and outstanding
customer service,” Peloso said. “Joining the Avante team will provide unlimited opportunities to
grow our business and provide a complete suite of products and services to our customers that is
unmatched in the healthcare industry.”
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Ultra Solutions is the newest member of Avante Health Solutions:
●
●
●
●
●
●

Avante Ultrasound (formerly Global Medical Imaging)
Avante Medical Surgical (formerly DRE Medical Group)
Avante Rental Services (formerly Integrated Rental Services)
Avante Patient Monitoring (formerly Pacific Medical)
Avante Oncology Services (formerly Oncology Services International)
Avante Diagnostic Imaging (formerly Transtate Equipment Company and Equipment
Maintenance Solutions)

Avante expects additional acquisitions to further service expansion across these platforms.
About Ultra Solutions
Ultra Solutions is a national provider of professionally refurbished ultrasound systems and
transducers. As an ISO 13485:2016 certified company, Ultra Solutions provides best-in-class
equipment, repairs, service, and parts to a variety of major health systems, hospitals, physician
groups, and other providers. For more information please visit ultrasolutions.com.
About Avante Health Solutions
Avante Health Solutions is successfully deploying a strategy of acquiring, partnering and growing
with medical, surgical, and diagnostic imaging equipment companies to become a major industry
player in North America and internationally. Avante’s healthcare equipment and service business
is focused on the complete lifecycle of medical, surgical, diagnostic imaging, cath/angio, MRI/CT,
and oncology equipment, including sales, install, service, repair, sourcing and refurbishing.
Through organic growth and targeted acquisitions, Avante provides a breadth of service and
product offerings to a variety of customers located throughout North America and the world.
By working together, the Avante companies and their respective management teams offer
customers a broader range of products and services on a national basis while maintaining control
at the local level. For more information, please visit: http://www.avantehs.com.
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